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p Around 360 utilities operating district 
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p About 54.000 MW of the German heat 
connection load, the biggest of 
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p AGFW provides regulatory framework, 
e.g.: “FW 308” – calculation of CHP 
electricity

p AGFW cooperates with international 
district heating associations
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CHP GoO: Legal Framework

CHP Directive

(Directive 2004/8/EC of the European parliament and the council on the promotion 
of cogeneration based on a useful heat demand in the internal energy market and 
amending Directive 92/42/EC)

Art. 5 - Guarantees of origin of electricity from high efficient 
cogeneration



Legal framework

“High efficient cogeneration“?

- Electricity from cogeneration
- Primary Energy Savings of 10% (small scale units just need savings) y gy g ( j g )

compared to separate production

Required: calculation of electricity from cogenerationRequired: calculation of electricity from cogeneration
- Easy for plants with efficiencies of 75/80%
- Not so easy for plants which do not reach these values

- Actual guidelines provide no precise advice
- If member states calculate different, the number of certificates could 

vary even if two certain plants are constructed in the same way but are 
located in different countries

Legal framework

- CHP electricity is determined by Annex II of the directive
- If efficiency is below values of Annex II a, the power to heat ratio is required

N t l h t l l t C “f ll ti d ”- Not clear how to calculate C or “full cogeneration mode”

Number of guarantees could vary

Implementation

- Competent body (one or more) 
- independent of generation and distribution activities
- supervise the issue of the guarantee of origin

- Basis for the GoO are the harmonized efficiency reference values and the 
guidelines

- Member States shall ensure that the origin of electricity produced from 
high-efficiency cogeneration can be guaranteed according to 
- objective
- transparent
- nondiscriminatorynondiscriminatory

criteria laid down by each Member State

Implementation

The guarantee of origin shall cover:

Lower calorific value of the fuel source- Lower calorific value of the fuel source

- Use of the heat generated

- Date and place of productionDate and place of production

- Quantity of electricity from high efficient cogeneration

- Primary energy savings (PES)
- Additional information (member states decision)



Future usage of GoO
For industry:

- Trade certificates
- Market necessary as e.g. for green certificates
- “green image”

Governmental policy:

- Can be used to implement a CHP quota
- Existing support schemes?
- EU?

Need to be solved:

- Renewables used in CHP
- Indicative target for CHP market share (18%)
- Support scheme for district heating/cooling networks If there is no heat sink 

there will be no more CHP plants
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